Theoretical attempts to overcome certain fundamental problems underlying the Standard Model (the "hierarchy"' and "naturalness" 2 problems) suggest that new physics beyond the Standard Model must appear' at an energy scale of order 1 TeV. The CERN SjipS Collider is the first of a new generation of accelerators that will begin to approach this scale. Thus, there is anticipation in the theoretical community that we may be on the verge of uncovering new physics.
Numerous models have been constructed in recent years that attempt to deal with the problems mentioned above; among these are supersymmetric theories. There has been considerable theoretical work to determine the likely signatures of supersymmetric partners which could distinguish them from Standard
Model physics. 4 In particular, much attention has been given to the production of scalar-quarks and gluinos at the CERN Collider.5-'2 A key feature of most supersymmetric models is that there exists a lightest stable supersymmetric particle which is electrically neutral and behaves very much like a neutrino; in particular it would escape the detectors at the CERN collider. For simplicity, we shall assume that this particle is the photino, 7 (although our results are more general than this assumption). Thus one of the fundamental signals of supersymmetry is the existence of a new weakly-interacting neutral particle. This implies that an experimental signature for this new physics would be events with unbalanced energy and momentum.
Such events are indeed seen at the CERN collider by the UA113 and UA2r4 collaborations. They are characterized by one or more large transverse momentum hadronic jets and substantial missing transverse energy. One discusses en-ergy and momentum transverse to the beam direction, since some longitudinal energy always escapes down the beam pipe. Of the events mentioned above, the UA2 events l4 all contain an accompanying electron, whereas most of the UAl events l3 contain no observed lepton. We shall focus here entirely on the UAl events and consider the UA2 events elsewhere. 15 The most striking of the UAl events are those where there is exactly one large pi jet and substantial missing transverse energy -these are called monojet events. From the experimental point of view, there are two aspects of isolating a sample of such events. First, how does one define "substantial" missing transverse energy? One must be careful since measurement error on an event which conserves transverse energy can lead to the appearance of missing pi. Second, how does one define a hadronic "jet"? In order to deal with these issues, the experimentalists impose a series of cuts and jet selection criteria to obtain the final data set. We summarize these cuts now.
The relevant variables include ET, the total scalar transverse energy, which is found by summing transverse energy over all calorimeter cells, and Epss, the missing transverse energy in the event. For the hadronic jets, E$' is the transverse energy and q = -log tan(O/2) is the pseudorapidity. Note that 5 of the 1983 monojets also have Eps8 > 40 GeV. Our goal in this work is to attempt to answer the question: Can the monojets be a result of the production of supersymmetric particles? We summarize in this Letter the results of a comprehensive study; details will be given elsewhere. 15, 17 Supersymmetric particle couplings are precisely determined by the model, since they are related by supersymmetry to known couplings of ordinary particles. Model dependence only comes in due to the necessity of supersymmetry breaking. This leads to supersymmetric masses and mixing angles which are a priori unknown, and which we therefore take to be free parameters (which will eventually be measured by experiment). Our bias, which follows from low-energy supergravity models,'* is that (at least) five flavors of scalar-quarks are approximately degenerate in mass, and for these flavors the & -& mixing and mass splitting are small. We also take AI< = 0.
We have attempted to calculate every supersymmetric process which could lead to monojet and dijet events of the type observed by UAl. The signatures of these processes are always dependent on whether M; > M; or M; > Mz We also considered on-shell W* and 2" production followed by decay to E.
where B is branching ratio and r = (4/3)@,/txq' 2 For this case, we studied the production of the following supersymmetric final states:
E, iz
The relevant cross-sections for the elementary subprocesses can be found in ref.
5. In addition, if the gluino is light enough, it would be perturbatively generated as a component of the proton. 6' lg We calculated the gluino structure function for various gluino masses, so that we could investigate and
The process c + g + F can produce no events surviving the cuts. (Note that in this case, Q2 = M+ unless we consider off-mass-shell production, and the gluino structure function is zero for Q2 < 4M;.) The production of E leads to an 8-body final state with no events able to survive the cuts and is not reported here.
For M; > MT the gluino and scalar-quark decay via:
For this case, we have studied the production of (6)
We employ the formalism of the QCD-improved parton model. 20 We generate events using a Monte Carlo integration technique and decay all final-state supersymmetric particles. We interpret all final-state quarks as "hadronic jets".
We then implement the UAl cuts and jet criteria as outlined. As a result of these cuts, a "theoretical" n-body event usually becomes a monojet or a dijet. Finally, we obtain cross-sections and various differential distributions for monojets and multijet events which survive the cuts.
There are quite a number of subtleties in the above procedure which we briefly comment on below. Our Monte Carlo program produces a final state of quarks whereas in the real world only hadrons are seen. These hadrons presumably come both from the quarks produced at large pi as well as from the quarks left behind in the protons (the "spectators"). Thus, it is unclear how we can predict numerical values for the total scalar transverse energy, ET, on an eventby-event basis. Although minimum bias events at the CERN Collider2r (events containing no large pi activity) tend to have a distribution in ET averaging about [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] GeV, ordinary QCD two-jet events have the property that when the two jets are removed, the remaining energy in the event has an ET that is roughly twice that of minimum bias.22 Furthermore, if one removes the leading jet from the monojets, the remaining event has an ET that averages around 50 GeV (with large variation).
If the monojets are due to supersymmetry, then the difference between ET and Egf (' i.e.-50 GeV on average) is presumably due to two sources. One source would be hadrons resulting from the supersymmetric particle decay which did not pass the UAl jet cut, ET _ 9 > 12 GeV. The second source would in part consist of similar mechanisms which led to the excess ET observed in two-jet events mentioned above. Thus, when we obtain events from our Monte Carlo we have chosen to identify ET as where ETA consist of aJ final-state quarks whether or not they end up in jets which pass the UAl cuts. Eb is a transverse energy distribution which corresponds to what is observed in minimum-bias events scaled up so as to give an average which we have taken to be 40 GeV.
Given the method described above, we have computed cross-sections and distributions for monojets, dijets, etc. originating from the supersymmetric processes which successfully pass the UAl cuts. We reiterate that we have imposed an additional cut that Epas > 32 GeV or > 40 GeV. This is more likely to place --us in a "background-free" region and allows us to obtain more reliable bounds on possible supersymmetric masses.
In obtaining our results we have not multiplied by the so-called "K-factor".
Other possible sources of uncertainty come from the gluino structure function calculation which assumes A = 0.29 GeV and the gluon structure function of
Ref. 20 . We should also point out that our calculated monojet rate from the production of a pair of light gluinos or light scalar-quarks is less than that reported elsewhere, *-12 due primarily to our improved handling of UAl cuts as described above. As a result we find that z production does not rule out M; < 40 GeV.
For the supersymmetric processes and analysis described above, our results for monojet total cross-sections are summarized in Fig. 1 Current data would lead us to expect the allowed regions to be roughly 2-10 events per 100 nb-' in Fig. 1 . We would like to emphasize that the uncertainty in our calculation increases significantly for M; 2 5 GeV for several reasons. Although the total cross-sections for processes such as z increase rapidly as MT decreases, virtually nothing passes the cuts; as a result one needs to generate an extremely large number of Monte Carlo events to get good statistics. For these low masses one is very sensitive to the fragmentation of the gluino into a supersymmetric hadron because of the Epse cut. Similar problems arise if this supersymmetric hadron first decays strongly before the gluino decays.
It is important to note that Fig. 1 shows the sums of monojets from all possible processes irrespective of the shapes of distributions. In fact we find that different supersymmetric processes for fixed M; and MT can lead to quite different distributions. Not surprisingly it is the masses of the produced particles which most strongly affect the distributions. For z or E production these masses must be less than about 50 GeV to obtain monojet rates large enough to explain the data. For c? production one can choose MT small and thereby allow M; to be as large as 100 -120 GeV." For such masses an even larger contribution6 comes from z+ q + f for which the largest monojet contribution comes from the decay F -+ q + z. For M; (or M;) s 50 GeV the curves for z (or 2 always peak at significantly lower values of E$@', Egt and mT (the transverse mass)
as compared to K and processes given by eqs. (4) and (5) increase by as much as a factor of 2 in going to the higher energy. However, the shapes of the distributions are essentially unchanged, and the rates can be readjusted by small changes in the relevant supersymmetric masses. Fig. 3 shows the mT distribution for the sum of all processes when Mr = 110 GeV and M; = 10 GeV. The largest contributions here are from c + g -+ c and z production. Increasing the cut for ET" from 32 to 40 GeV decreases the number of E events (which populate the low E$', Eps8 and mT regions) by a factor of 4. Of course, the events below E!j?" = 40 GeV still should be found unless the efficiency for finding such events is lower than the efficiency for events with larger Eps6, or unless fragmentation effects (discussed earlier) push some events below the cuts. In Figs. 2 and 3 we show the impact of this choice of the EFiss cut for the mT distribution. While adequate fits are obtained for the ET"ts8 > 40 GeV cut, we clearly predict that the events below the dashed curves must also be found. Note that for Eps8 > 32 GeV, the mT distribution of Fig.   3 is significantly harder than that of Fig. 2 . Similarly, we have found that the Eg distribution in the case of Fig. 3 peaks about 10 GeV higher than in the case of Fig. 2 . Although data are limited, we feel that the existing data for * ETmr86 > 32 GeV are more likely to be consistent with the curves of Fig. 3 than with those of Fig. 2 .
Almost all monojets are produced centrally with 1~1 < 1.5. The monojets from z production ordinarily occur when the two quark jets from one of the gluino decays coalesce. This results in an invariant mass distribution for these monojets which peaks just below the gluino mass. By contrast we find that the monojets from c+ q -+ f and Grarely involve coalescence and are therefore more narrow.
Current data indicate roughly less than or equal to 1 dijet per monojet.
In the case of a heavy F and light g, the dijet events usually come from F-+ q + c.
The q gives a hard jet passing the ET jet 2 25 GeV cut whereas the gluino leads to a softer jet. For MC k: 110 GeV and M; = 10 GeV we find that the dijet to monojet ratio is 60% for Epss > 32 GeV and 20% for EFa8 > 40 GeV. This clearly indicates that the dijets from this source should have less Ed" than the monojets have. The dijets which do survive the 40 GeV cut have mT = 100 -120 GeV, and are usually separated by nearly 180". For the E case (MT = 40 GeV) the dijet to monojet ratio is about 65% for either cut. Dijets from this source would have mT = 80 -150 GeV and are separated by 70' -170'.
The recently reported dijet events l6 have considerably more missing energy than the observed monojets, and this large Ed" is difficult to explain for any choice of supersymmetric masses. However, we have not included in our calculations certain effects which may substantially alter our conclusions about the dijets.
For example, other dijets may result from monojets due to QCD effects such as gluon radiation or the emergence of the second (unstruck) gluino from the proton. Further details concerning the dijets will be provided elsewhere.'5"7
We have not calculated two possible backgrounds: (a) 2' + g production with 2" + UL or (b) W + vr production. However, the former process is not expected to contribute appreciably to the observed events. 24 Background from the latter process can be eliminated by taking Ed" 2 40 GeV. We have calculated distributions and rates for the hypothesis of Glashow and Manohar, 25 (where monojets arise from 2 decay into light scalars) and find that it is roughly consistent with the data (although no dijets from this source survived the cuts).
If M; and M; are in the range suggested in Fig 3, two other predictions can be made. In many models, the supersymmetric partner of the W (w") will be light enough so that F + g$ will have a non-negligible branching ratio. If w" + ei?
(where the v" escapes undetected), then one will find events with an isolated lepton, jet and missing transverse energy. We also expect that a gluino-gluino bound state of mass equal to 2M; will lead to a small enhancement in ordinary two-jet events at that mass,26 which may be observable by a dedicated search.
In a longer paperr we will show dijet distributions and examine new CERN data at fi = 630 GeV. The next step in our program is to account for fragmentation and hadronization effects so that we may more realistically analyze the experimental observations.
In conclusion we have studied a large variety of supersymmetric processes and find that there is only a small range of M; and M; values which may be able explain the observed monojets with large Ed". The data appear to suggest that the monojets come mainly from the decay of a massive (100 -120 GeV) object such as a scalar-quark. However, we cannot yet rule out the region M; x 40 GeV and M; k: 80 GeV. In order to obtain appropriate rates when M: B 110 GeV from z+ q -+ F (for which we have calculated the gluino structure function), we 13 find that the gluino must be s 20 GeV in mass. Since in this case M; is small, we predict that z events must also be observed; these will populate the low mT region under the dashed curve in Fig. 3 and will also have lower Eg' and E~88.
The number of such z events might be smaller than shown if the fragmentation of the (light) gluinos results in fewer events passing the cuts. Estimations of dijet contributions are more difficult to make, in part because some dijets presumably are due to QCD corrections to monojet events. The fact that the observed dijets have more Ed" than the monojets have may be indicative of these effects. 
